
Course Code Course Name ECTS Lecturer
Medium of 

Instruction
Quota

GEC214 HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION 2 PROF. DR. SLOBODAN ILIC Online 40

GCE241 COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP 2 ASST. PROF. DR. SARVENAZ LUCKINGER Online 40

Course Code Course Name ECTS Lecturer
Medium of 

Instruction
Quota

GEC243 CHILD LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 4 MELİS ÖZKARA Online 40

EMC101 ENGLISH MEDIA CLUB 4 BİLUN ALİOĞLU Online 45

Course Code Course Name ECTS Lecturer
Medium of 

Instruction
Quota

GEC249 SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 4 MELİS ÖZKARA Online 40

GEC237 HISTORY OF CULTURE 4 PROF. DR. SLOBODAN ILIC Online 40

Course Code Course Name ECTS Lecturer
Medium of 

Instruction
Quota

GEC209 MEDIATION 4 NÜKET GÜNDÜZ Online 40

GCE326 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 4 ASST. PROF. DR. KAMİL KANIPEK Online 45

Course Code Course Name ECTS Lecturer
Medium of 

Instruction
Quota

DEC402  STOMATOGNATHIC SYSTEM 4 ASST. PROF. DR. MHAMMED SALEH Online 50

DEC404 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES IN ENDODONTICS 4 ASST. PROF. DR. MOHAMAD ABDULJALIL Online 25

DEC406 ORTHODONTIC CASE ANALYSIS 4 ASSOC. PROF. DR. LEVENT VAHDETTİN Online 20

DEC408 STEM CELLS AND THERAPIES - PRACTICAL 4 ASST. PROF. DR. CENK SERHAN OZVEREL Online 10

Course Code Course Name ECTS Lecturer
Medium of 

Instruction
Quota

GCE283 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 4 ASST. PROF. DR. SARVENAZ LUCKINGER Online 50

GCE446 ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS AGENCY MANAGEMENT 4 DOÇ. DR. SEVİLAY ULAŞ Online 50

GROUP B - OUTSIDE-FIELD ELECTIVES

 FACULTY OF DENTISTRY 2021 - 2022 FALL TERM ELECTIVE COURSES

Dear students,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

You can find the list of fall term elective courses and their short descriptions in this document. All our elective courses will be instructed online. You will first 

select the courses you want to register in the Genius system and submit them to your advisor for approval. If the course you have chosen is approved, you must 

register for the that course on the UZEBİM platform. You should only choose among the courses determined for your class, otherwise the course you take will 

be deemed invalid. Our Year 2 students will take 2 elective courses in the Fall term and one of the courses will be selected from Group A; the other will be 

selected from Group B. Our Year 4 students will also take two elective courses; one of these courses will be selected from within-field elective courses listed in 

Group A, and the other from outside-field elective courses listed in Group B.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

You should act quickly to register for the courses where the quotas are limited.                                                                                                                                                        

We wish you a successful and healthy academic year.

YEAR 1 ENGLISH PROGRAM / MONDAY 9:00-10:50

YEAR 2 ENGLISH PROGRAM / MONDAY 9:00-10:50

GROUP A

YEAR 2 ENGLISH PROGRAM / MONDAY 11:00-12:50

GROUP B

YEAR 3 ENGLISH PROGRAM / FRIDAY 15:00-16:50

YEAR 4 ENGLISH PROGRAM / WEDNESDAY 09:00-10:50

GROUP A - WITHIN-FIELD ELECTIVES

YEAR 4 ENGLISH PROGRAM / THURSDAY 09:00-10:50



GEC214

GCE241

GEC243

EMC101

GEC249

GEC237

GEC209

GCE326

DEC402

DEC404

DEC406

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP

CHILD LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

HISTORY OF CULTURE

MEDIATION

ENGLISH MEDIA CLUB BİLUN ALİOĞLU

MELİS ÖZKARA

This module is an introductory module, exploring the acquisition of a second language and how the acquisition of a second language differs 

from the acquisition of a native language. We will be looking at how second languages are acquired by different individuals in different 

contexts and how one's knowledge of their native language can affect the acquisition of a second language.

PROF. DR. SLOBODAN ILIC

The course aims to familiarize students with the historical development of the Western culture and its main concepts from its ancient non-

European origins to the modern times. Using related excerpts from literature, philosophy, and political thought, as well as chosen works of art, 

music and film, the students will be encouraged to develop their own critical atitude on Western culture through free discussion and oral 

presentations.

Mediation is a tool for lifelong wellness known as “Win-Win” philosophy; where disputes are negotiated and overcomed by common 

democratic solutions by the parties in conflict. Effective communication, active listening, problem solving, team building, anger control and 

developing peaceful environment are the fundamental skills under the umbrella of Mediation. Mediation is a

process in which a neutral mediator aids the complainants and respondents in their settlement discussions.

Globalization has increased the population of multicultural environments in the 21st century which has promoted the importance of mediation 

in professional work places, in schools, in family matters and also in social interactions. Mediation is applied in disputes and conflicts in the 

developed countries and is also in the “European Directives” for disputes and conflicts pre court discipline

committee sessions. Mediation is a procedure in which the parties discuss their disputes with the assistance of a trained impartial third 

person(s) who assists them in reaching a settlement. The mediator is a facilitator who has no power to render a resolution to the conflict.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES IN ENDODONTICS

ORTHODONTIC CASE ANALYSIS

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

STOMATOGNATHIC SYSTEM

With this course, the concept of corporate social responsibility, scope and development process is aimed to learn. In particular, understanding 

the importance and purpose of corporate social responsibility projects in the context of public relations is another important issue.

Explain the examination steps for the temporomandibular joint.The candidate for the course should be able to describe the normal and 

physiological movements in the temporomandibular joint. Identify the factors critical to a stable occlusion resulting in the long-term success of 

general and cosmetic cases, Explain how to identify, prior to treatment, which patients pose a risk of future instability, Determine tooth 

positioning for veneers, crowns, or implant-supported restorations, Understand how-to eliminate porcelain chips and breakage, Utilize 

checklists for functional-esthetic analysis and treatment planning, Employ diagnostic records for comprehensive diagnosis and treatment 

planning, Define a thorough examination process and how to implement in practice, How-to design a stable, minimal stress occlusion on teeth 

or implants.

Explain the last technologies developed in Endodontics field. Explain the advanced devices and instruments for root canal treatment. Explain 

how to use these endodontic devices and instruments in the practical lessons. Learning how to overcome the complications and the 

disadvantages of the traditional root canal treatment's instruments by the advanced tools.

Cephalometric standards have been useful guidelines in orthodontic diagnosis and treatment planning. The aim of this course is to study the 

statistical means for the different orthodontic analysis and figure out the treatment plans giving consideration to individual variations due to 

age, sex, race, and general facial structure.

YEAR 4                   

GROUP A / 

WITHIN-FIELD

YEAR 1

HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION PROF. DR. SLOBODAN ILIC
The course aims to familiarize students with the historical development of the Western culture and its main concepts from its ancient non-

European origins to the modern times. Using related excerpts from literature, philosophy, and political thought, as well as chosen works of art, 

music and film, the students will be encouraged to develop their own critical atitude on Western culture through free discussion and oral 

presentations.

ASST. PROF. DR. SARVENAZ LUCKINGER
For the better part of every day, we are communicating to and with others. Whether it’s the speech you deliver in the boardroom, the 

television and social media you are using, or movies or posters you watch it all means something.

The Communication workshop will help participants understand the different methods of communication and how to make the most of each 

of them. These strategies will provide a great benefit for any organization and its employees. They will trickle down throughout the 

organization and positively impact everyone involved.

This course aims to improve learners’ listening and speaking skills. The online course content is presented through YouTube videos on a time-

scheduled basis, such as one or two videos per week. The course emphasizes the development of fluency and intelligibility in spoken English. 

Students will have a chance to participate in a variety of discussions and talk about current events and issues. Through individual and group 

work activities students will improve their conversational strategies and oral presentation skills. They will learn to communicate effectively 

explaining their ideas in an organized manner using examples and details to support their viewpoint.

NÜKET GÜNDÜZ

ASST. PROF. DR. KAMİL KANIPEK

ASST. PROF. DR. MHAMMED SALEH

ASST. PROF. DR. MOHAMAD ABDULJALIL

ASSOC. PROF. DR. LEVENT VAHDETTİN

MELİS ÖZKARA

This module is an introductory module, exploring how a child starts acquiring language, starting from birth until they start forming full 

sentences. We will be focusing on the typical development of children and explore how and why young children acquire language in a 

relatively short space of time and seemingly without extensive assistance. We will look at phonological, lexical and syntactic development in 

children and some major theories in child language acquisition.

YEAR 2                   

GROUP A

YEAR 2                    

GROUP B

YEAR 3                 



DEC408

GCE283

GCE446

The general aim of the Agency Management course includes the concepts, scope and applications for public relations and advertising agencies. 

What an advertising agency is, how it works, and what advertising PR campaigns it manages.

STEM CELLS AND THERAPIES - PRACTICAL

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING

ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS AGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSOC. PROF. DR. SEVİLAY ULAŞ

The aim of the course is to define the stem cells and describe the current therapeutic strategies by using them. The course would also describe 

the isolation and the characterization strategies that are gold standard in stem cells. The course would describe the laboratory aspect with 

demonstration of the steps of isolation.

This course is designed to serve as an introduction to the basic principles of marketing, practices, and the application of these practices.  This 

course examines our present-day marketing system from a managerial point of view and has a current events component to help emphasize 

the marketing principles in today’s business world.  Subjects covered include consumers, market research and target markets, feasibility 

analysis, products, promotion, channels of distribution, pricing, international marketing and use of technology in marketing.  The majority of 

class time will be spent in lecture discussing the various solutions to marketing cases by the application of marketing principles.

YEAR 4                   

GROUP A / 

WITHIN-FIELD

YEAR 4                    

GROUP B / 

OUTSIDE-FIELD

ASST. PROF. DR. CENK SERHAN OZVEREL

ASST. PROF. DR. SARVENAZ LUCKINGER


